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Revived my nephew who was unconscious. 
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I was introduced to “ Longevitology” by a colleague, very often I suffer from 

minor ailments. I have noticed obvious changes in my health after my colleague 
has treated me enthusiastically, especially my painful menstruation I have been 
suffering for years, like a miracle it got better with the adjustment of 
Longevitology. 

In March this year, I attended the primary and the intermediate courses 
eventually, as a routine I meditate/sitting quietly, now that I had the chakras 
opened,, make me feel like a tiger has grown wings, very often I feel my mind, my 
body and heart quiet down easily and reaching to a state of thoughtlessly and find 
harmony of peace, without knowing or feeling, all these minor ailments have 
disappeared without the use of medications. 

Just when I started to experience the wonders of “Longevitology”, my 
cousin’s 19 years old son was involved in a car accident, he was unconscious, and 
the whole family seems plunged into the hole of darkness. In addition, thank 
goodness to the volunteers of “Longevitology” of the hospital, everyday they 
would go and apply adjustments to my nephew compassionately. Whenever we 
find time, my sister-in-law and I would go to the hospital to help with the treatment. 
For two whole weeks, there was no improvement observed, we were getting very 
anxious and downhearted, just when were about loosing confidence, all of a sudden, 
miraculously the patient woke up, and made a full recovery speedily, because of 
that the whole family felt we have been saved at the same time! 

We are grateful to “Longevitology”, grateful to the universe, grateful to 
teacher Lin and teacher Wei, grateful to all the volunteers, and hope more people 
would benefit from “Longevitology”, wishing everyone well and happy! 

 
Symptoms and adjustments: Menstruation pain, C2 + affected area (uterus, 

lower abdomen). Unconscious caused by accident, all chakras and re-in force head 
area. 


